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FAIL TO SEAT JURY IN TRIAL TODAY

19c

Homecoming At
Murray High To
Feature Parade

39'

oz. jar
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59c
yr

!-oz. can
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t
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IIMINIIMEN

e ense DepartmentI'IeasetI
With Order On Married Men

errArri

Progress Report On
New Murray Hospital

•

Funeral For Hubert
Wilson Set Today

Weather
Report

Dr. Tesseneer
Is Guest Speaker

Local Branch AAUW
Will Hold Party

Mrs. Thompson Said
Recovering Well

25c
al purchase

1

Quiet Week For
City Police
—

I Oe

39
° I

Call Given
For.Fall PTA
Conference

4' ...board,

1W

NULli

Murray High
Students,
Semi-F.inalists

Ledger & Times Adds
New Equipment

10c

- cello bag

r

Letter to the Editor

4110111.1MMEM

- — — ea.

rhi;

Christian
Layman Will
peak sunday

. Cana

lb.

4 study made by the Survey
rch Center of the University
lchigan in 1960 showed that
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne was Attorney James Overbey, and Deeg the total adult population of this
unable to seat a jury this morning fense Attorney Wells Overbey,
Ovary only 12 per cent give money,
as the trial of the Commonwealth
Judge Osborne announced to the
Ispg tickets or in any way help
vs
Porter
Hays
began.
Hays court room that a special jury will
financially, Only 8 per cent attend
Is charged with the murder of Leon be brought in from Marshall County
aliacio rallies, dinners and meetBeale on June 22.
to be seated in the morning at 9.00
M s; only 6 per cent week for a
Only seven persons were seated o'clock.
"
arty or candidate during eamout of the fifty special jurors call"
Mons; only 3 per cent belcear to
He dismissed the regular ijurors
ed to duty. and Judge Osborn an- .
a political organization.
••
flounced that a special jury will be until Monday morning and also
Hocneclming activities get underD.bble and Miss Sheila Polly
That latter figure is shocking.
brought in from Marshall County. dismissed the special jurors who
ay at .. alanaly High School tomor- in c,aimonies before the HomeWe Americans often deride Soviet
The
aire first twelve persons were called in to hear this ease.
w with a miracle at 230 o'clock -nine ball game tomorrow night.
Rasstg's airtight political *stein
Witnesses are to return in the
called' were dismissed on grounds
d an exist:Awl arra-packed ball
ahss Rolfe is the daughter of Mr.
tinder whicn a big country is run
of kirulap. or because of an opin- morning at 900 o'clock also.
me between the Tigers and a 'ail Mrs. Jimmie Rickman Miss
by a relatively small group of Comion which had been formed about
The courtroom was crowded this
ruing Fulton High team at 8 ,"clock 0.bble is the daughter of Mr and
munists. Yet those who actively
the in idc a which occurred on the morning, however most of these
Stanley
Jewell
Greg
Parrish
Holland Stadium.
Mrs. Frank Dibble and Miss Polly
participate in the twe major parties
evenina o Saturday June 22.
present were either regular or specMrs. William C. Nall, Jr.
The parade will leave the high Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
in the United States are actually
Two persons remained out of the ial jurors.
001 immediately following a pep W. L. Polly.
leaver in number than the members
second twelve jurors, and two out
Hayes is charged with the murdly Floats from all classes and
Escorts for the queen will be
of the Communist Party in Russia!
of the ten others called.
er of Leon Beale as Beale was
ly organizations will be shown Co-Captain Harry Weatherly and
2 feel that more people should
With only four seats filled Judge leaving the Houston-McDevitt Clinby the Black and Gold March- Charlie Warren Co-Captain Ben
tate part in public affairs. But I
Osborne called eight more and only ic on the evening of June 22. Both
Band of 75 members. The Muir- Hagancamp aril Johnny Rose will
deplore the repeated blunt assertion
one of these remained. No one was Hayes and Beale were employees
y Elementary System will alga escort Linda Dibble,' Don. Fauglinl
that more businessmen ought to
seated out of the next fourteen per- of the clinic.
rticipate The parade is sponsored and Danny Nix will escort Sheila
get into politics. Put that way,
sons called to duty and two reThe community was shocked when
the Student Council
Polly
without qualification, the statement
mained out of the final six
the incident occurred. since both
Plagued by sickness this week,
The squad will present a bouquet
implies the wrong approach, the
As the panel of fifty special jurors men were held in high esteem by
he Tigers expect a hard game ac- of mums to the queen and she will
wrote, nionvation People who enwas exhausted. Judge Osborne held the many people who knew them
cording to Coach Ty Holland "Ful- be crowned at the Homecoming
ter
public
must
life
put
citizenship
•
a conference with Commonwealth and who became acquainted with
ton is undefeated and have a good Party fol lowing the lame.
anrive their own economic interests
•
' Greg Parrish, son of Mr and Mrs
Attorney James Lassiter, County them through visits to the clinic
team spearheaded by halfback
'Lithe) are to provide the leadership
W. H. Parrish, 716'Elm Street. ar, I
Mrs Witham C Nall, Jr PresiBeedles. and Shepherd and fullback
we need If a person becomes InStanley &retell, son_of Mr and Mrs.
dent Muray First District PTA. has
-McCollister." he added.
volv
to.v
eciet ,
1 nom
airs
fforhimsdtprimarimt
Ploy JI. Jewell, 407 N. 178h, have!
announced the call to First Distriet
.
Fulton's running attack is reportsomething"
publicathi
been named 'Semi-finalists In the j
PTA Fall Conference to be held
edly much stronger this year than
result is going to be unfortunate.
1983-64 Merit Scholarship competiFriday. Oct 4, Murray, in the Stulast while their passing strength
, The task is hard and unglamorous.
tion. Principal
Alexander andent Union Building, beginntngat
whim threatened Murray /mat pear
leadAng
SCIIIIIMADIS3
to
diailipoint101INTUCKY DAM
IL L A Gil nounced today.
10 am.
Is none weaker.
moot but those lsecok• are
The two Mlkizak High sitnori
PARK. KY.
—
Mrs C. EL &thalweg:L. State PreOuster Johnny Rom haa been out
to nibs dessiessior wort.
sandkInass for governor, Ragailitkon remand thia seholamic
ot sibinerthis weak because of Moms
de ere ths linagmadi of Misses sident, Kr. Oixereao01 PTA. will
Louis B. Nunn and Democrat Ed- mat their outalanding penilesiaance
By DAILMEILL GARWOOD ,
and Charlie Warren has not been
I wboligta for good Whoa' In their be dui tirhietpid speaker following
ward T Breathitt Jr., spoke Wed- on the National Merit Scholarship
luncheon.
aisle to practice. Danny Nix, tackle,
cocrienunities. WE RBPUBLICANS
WASHINGTON
tat -- The Denesday at the 20th annual conven- QUellfYing Test given in more than
Joe Asher
Registration will be held from 9
received a knee injury yesterday
are always saying that we believe
fense Department is well pleased
tion of the Kentucky Association of 16.500 high schools last March.
until 10 a.m. Voting delegates will
which will keep him out of the
in keeping government close to the
with the results of President KenSoil Conservation Districts
Beth aernifiriallet now moves a
be limited to the President of each '
people- that the federal governBoth outlined their programs for step claser to winning a four-year
CUMBERLAND FALLS STATE nedy's recent order deferring marit arid 1 delegate for each 28
Tiger fans are promised one of
ment should do only those things
ried men from the draft
conservation, but Nunn also used Merit Scholarship to the college of
members. Reservations for luncheon PARK. Ky. tat -- Ralph Pickard
the best games of the season Friday
that the communities and states
Preliminary studies Indicate thin
the occasion to state that he does his choice Thole 13,000 seniors
of the state Board of Health mid
should
be
made
night
immediately
at
cannot do for themselves. yglha
tot
u.
et
hist favor any laareeie 'an state who attained, essuifiriallst status
' Wednesday at the 34th annual con- the order will save $40 million or
41.00
per
plate
The Murray High School football
Superinta9denta
oriel! we der very tittle to
isnare arnamity in military inersalc
taxes. This apparently. was In reply will take a second examination from
ference of,
the lildattucley
team will present their queen, Miss
government function at the local and principals will be guests. First
to recent charges by Breathitt that which the Finalist group will be s
'League that when presently plan- nei costa, in addition to bringing ifie
District
is
made
up
of
Oarol Rolfe and attendants. Miss
81
units
and
level. People want good schools,
the Republican candidate's an- named All Merit Scholars are eelned projects are completed there Army a more usable type of recruit
and if the communities and states 4 Councils from 13 Counties.
nounced program would require $100 ected from this group
I will not be a Kentucky City of and possibly increasing re - enlistWorkshops•
fail in this obligation, we may be
million in additional revenue.
John M Stalnaker. president of
more than 1,000 population without men ts
sure that the federal government morning sessions for all phases of
For these reasons, reports that
Nunn said his 'conservation prohe National Merit Scholarship
sewers and sewage treatment syPTA
work.
Awards
will
be
made
will soon be paying for and running
the department has asked for regram included the appointment of aarporation. said in naming the
stems.
during
the
workshops.
our educational plant which is the
• full-time director of conservation Semifinalists. "In honoring them
Outlining recent progress in the vocation of the order brought a
The Board of Managers will meet
A. Joe Asher, Baptist layman of most inefficient and expensive way
within the state Departmeat of ve pay credit, too, to the families.
field of sanitation by Kentucky mu- quick denial from Pentagon offiBenton, Kentucky, will be the guest of doing anything There Ls only at 9 am. in the faculty lounge of
Agriculture.
eachers, and communities which
nicipalities, Pickard said that in cials interested in military manspeaker at the Sunday morning one way to make local government the Student Union Building. First
Education of the young is alpower trends.
He said the rapid population in- lave aided them in their efforts
Dist. Board of Managers for 63-64 1956-51 only 30 per cent of the seva ays a heavy responsibility, if it
service of Memorial Baptist Church. won and that is to work at it.
In the last two years. the Army
crease demands that the fullest use
o succeed Their achievements are
ered area of the state had satisbesides
Mrs.
Nall.
the
president.
inHe is the Sunday School Superina an be lightened by a few more
VA-en people of a community duck
is made of land and water reproduct of their own ability, the
factory treatment and operation, has drafted approximately 40.000
clude:
Mrs.
Frank
Kolb,
Mayfield,
tendent
their
dollars. who is to say "no' Have sources,
of the Blood River Baptist
responsibilities as citizens, or
and said, "This requires
xtent to which adults have perbut the figure now has risen to 86 married men who were entitled to
Association.
perhaps even obstruct progress, they First Vice, Mrs. J. T. Rice Kevil
you helped your children while complete
an allotment of $83.10 a month not
cooperation between state sonally encouraged their intellectper cent.
Second
Vice;
Mrs.
Felix
Goissum.
Mr.
Asher is an attorney. He has are in effect inviting Washington
they get their home work? Have and local
governments and soil ual development, and the level of
"If present planned construction enjoyed by single draftees, who
Jr.,
Fulton.
Recording
Secretary,
practiced
in.
you taken a glass of ice water to conservation districts
before state and federal
.. We must support their communities have
for which grants have been made is usually outnumber them about 4 to
courts for thirty-three years and
A yea vote on October I will Mrs. Harry Kell, Paducah, Treasuryour First Grader who is struggling develop a
long-range program, pro- Peen to local educational and culfinished we shall have 98 per cent 1.
er.
Mrs.
George
Hodge.
Murray,
has
been
adequate
to make perfect "3'sa? Have you aiding through
in Benton for the past insure
physical facilities
46 Mllli.0 A Year
our Department of tural institutions and programs."
of the sewered area served by satisten years. Before coming to Benton, for a quality education program in Corresponding Secretary and Mrs.
twitted a new light bulb for your Education elective courses,
The additional personnel tab for
factory treatment," he said.
research
W.
L.
Bennett,
Jr.,
Paducah,
Parhis
Murray
practice
City Schools.
Eighth Grader so that he may fin- and instruction, to create
was in Harlan. Jenkins
Pickard said, however, that much 40 000 married men thus comes to
and proChairand Frankfort.
A yes vote on October 1 will in- liamentarian: Committee
iah the 12 division problems as•t mitigate public awareness
remain.s to be done in the state in nearly $40 million a year. Bachof the
men,
Mrs
Dan
Mathews,
Mayfield.
A
sure
its
getting
leader
signed? Have you helped your vital necessity of
full benefit from
in Paatist vark. Mr.
elors can get the allotment by
conservation of
Character and Spiritual Education; handling industrial waste, especialAmer has been a dNiaaa for twenty- our tax dollar.
Fifth Grader review for a test on our natural resources"
marrying While in service. The allotly mine acid drainage.
--Mrs.
James
E.
Story,
Kuttawa,
four
years.
He hay served local
lithe American Revolution? Have
Breathitt set out for the 300
The league also heard an address ment for a married man would be
Progress on the new Murray HosCitizenship
Respectfully,
and
Int.
Relations;
Tom
churches
as
you searched the house for a delegates a four-point
Trainina Union DirectIncreased to $106 a month If his
conservation pital for the week of September
Brewer, Murray. Civil Defense, Mrs. by Judge John S. Palmore of the
or. Departmental and. General Su. sharpened pencil for your Third program including encouragement
Bill laandrich
state Court of Appeals, who re- wife had a child.
16-20 was reported today. The weaRoscoe
Richards,
Paducah,
College
perintendent.
Grader to write sentences in Lang- of partkipation by all
He was Cameral SuAnother passible saving is in the
levels of *her was fair datang the week with
Scholarship, Mrs. William Caldwell, viewed recent decisions by the court
perintendent of the Sunday School
rowe? Have you "tip-toed" through government in conservation of
In cases of direct interest to muni- slightly greater tendency of single
the A low of 59 and a high of 85
Moray.
Cultural
Arts;
Mrs.
Erl
of
Benton
First Missionary Baptist
the dining room while your High states resources, development of
men to enlist after their two-year
a
Plastering was done on the se- Church
Bensing, Clinton. Health and Men- cipalities.
for five years. In 1962 he
School Senior solves a problem in program of conservation education
Paknore said "Crime is growing draft terms Although the rate of
cond floor and lathing on the first
tal
Health:
Mrs.
R.
G.
Kinney.
Pabecame
Associational SuperintendSolid Geometry?
such enlistments is low--between 5
within the state Department of floor. Men worked on elevator.
ducah, High School Service, Ky. like a cancer," and warned that
ent of Sunday School work for the
If you have made these errands Education: asking the Legislative
few municipalities have police de- and 10 per cent—each individual
Electricians worked on conduit and Blood
Headquarters
Fund.
Mrs.
J.
A.
GadRiver
Baptist Association,
or simlfar saes then you have Research Commission to investigate
decision to stay in service can save
outlet boxes on first floor, PlumbA worn piece of equipment was berry, Paducah: legislation, Mrs. partments worthy of the name to
On Kentucky and Southern Bapthought of the problems our school the possibility of state financial
thousands of dollars in training
deal with it.
ers worked on glass waste lines, tist
Harold
replaced
this
Johnson,
week
by
the
Marion,
daily
Mrs.
Edwin
Convention
levels, he has servits superintendent and the aid to watershed conservancy disMayor Holmes Ellis of Murray is costs.
gas lines and storm sewers. Sheet- ed as
Ledger
Callender.
and
Times
at
a
Paducah.
cost
IF
of
sevMembership,
Regional
Training Union Di. Citizens Committee must solve. tricts, and strict enforcement of
Single men also are preferred beattending the meeting.
metal men worked on pent house. rector
eight years, State Tfaining eral thousand dollars, in order that Procedure and By-laws, Mrs. W. L.
They have thought of the things it existing strip- and auger-mining
,
cause they effete less of a probInsulating of sheetmetal ducts was Union
advertisers
Bennett,
be
may
Jr.,
rendered
P
a
Paducah;
Program
Vice
-President three years,
. takes to keep our children coin- laws.
lem when It is necessary, as it usdone.
and as Group Leader in Southwide greater service than they are now and Founders Day, Mrs. Charles
fortable enough to learn. Have you
'
ually is, to assign them overseas
Carpenters worked on setting
receiving.
Clark,
Murray;
Mrs.
Russell
JackTraining
Union
Conferences.
thought of the outcome
during the first two years.
if
curb forms. Plastering in stairways
Ludlow
A
son.
typesetting
Safety.
Arlington,
machine
Mrs.
Clovis
Mr.
Asher
is
a Kiwanian Past
you don't replace light bulbs, you
Defense Department rules do not
was worked on. Bricklayers sensstone
President and Past Lt. Governor. was Installed on Tuesday and was Copeland, McCracken Council and
are in the dark. If you don't have
permit government-supported transcolumns. Glazing of windows on
operated
for
Mrs.
the
Chas.
first
time
with
Gholson.
Paducah
In
his
civic
activities
as well as his
(Continued on Page 3)
fer of families overseas during the
third and fourth floors was worked practice
Council,
Funeral services for Hubert Wilas a lawyer. Mr Pother is Wednesday's issue of the paper.
first four years of enlisted service,
The City Police has reported a on. Men worked on recessed veneThe Ludlow is a machine designson will be held today at 2:30 p.mi
known for his high principles and
but wives often have followed husquiet week. The only activity was tian blind assembly.
ed for the setting of display types in
at the South Pleasant Grove MeChristian witness.
bands to Europe at their own exthe robbery at the Marine Oil Comthodist cturch with Rev John
The pastor and people of Me- advertisements and most modern
pense In any care, the morale
pany on West Main Street someBrent Underwood and Rev. Hoyt
morial invite everyone to join them newapaper plants have them.
question with married men overtime after midnight Saturday when
The Ledger and Times is pleased
Owen officiating.
Sunday in hearing this outstanding
seas is considered more severe.
the police said more than $100 was
to add tis equipment to keep it
Christian laymen.
Reduce Gold Outflow
United Pre., International
Wilson, age 74, died, at the Murtaken
abreast of the most progressive
And although the item is wnall,
ray Hospital Wednesday at 6 a.m.
Policemen said this morning the
The Murray Branch American
newspaper plants of the area.
Dr Ralph Tescneer, dean of
It is not being overlooked that sendKentucky Lake: 7 am 354a, no city jail was empty except for one Association of University Women
The Ledger and Times is equip- graduate school of Murray State from a heart attack. He was a
ing a higher nercenage of single
change; below darn 30'2.4, down 1 person who is a prisoner of the will hold a dessert party on Tuesped with the moat modern machin- College and also an associate of the member of the South Pleasant
men overseas will slightly reduce
ft. in 24 hours. Barkley Dam 302.2, Calloway County Jailer, Clyde day, October 1, at 730 p.m. in the
ery of any small daily paper in Mental Health Clinic of Paducah Grove Church.
the gold outflow. from the United
down 0.4 ft.
Steele.
Strident Union building.
the area in order that efficient ser- and Murray. was the guest speaker
--Survivors
include one daughter. St ales.
Sunset 5:48; Sunrise 5:48.
Anyone who is eligible for memMrs. Alva Thompson is reported vice might be rendered.
Tuesday evening for the Commun- Mrs. John Stubblefield of Hazel
The department declined to es- -bership or who has a question re- recovering well from major surgery
ity Woman's Club of Mayfield held Route Two, and one grandson. Dola timate how many hastened marWestern Kentucky -- Mostly sungarding eligibility should call Mrs. which she underwent on Monday
at the REA building.
phus
Stubblefield who is serving riages may be caused by the Presi* ny and mild today and Friday. Fair
James Fee 753-2276 or Mrs. John at 7:30 ant at the Baptist HosThe speaker spoke on "Know with the US. Army in Germany dent's order, or to guess what the
and cool again tonight, high today
pital in Memphis, Tennessee.- Winter 753-4574.
Your Frustrations" in which he and will be unable to come for the effect might be on the country's
near 80. Low tonight in the upper
The truck from the Salvation
Mr Thompson, who returned to
-—
outlined three main points: Change services
birth rate.
40s.
Army Men s Social Service Center
RUMMAGE SALE
Murray yesterday, reported her in
Dr John Quertermous was named your need, change your attitude,
Pallbearers will be Ralph Clark.
There has been casiderable specof Memphis is scheduled to be in
The Woman's Society of Christian good condition Friends may write as a delegate to the American and
change
your environment, Huey Osborn, Preston Perry, Otis ulation, however, that the order in
The 5 am ilaaTi temperatures: Murray on Tuesday October 1. Those Service of the Martins Chapel Me- to her at Room 445-M until
Sunday. Medical Association yesterday at meaning, "get up and get out"
Wilson, Earl Nix Wilson, and Leon effect since 1955 against drafting
Louisville 45, Lexington 51, Coving- persons having items to be picked thodist Church is sponsoring a She is expected to be moved
to the the meeting of the Kentucky State
Dr Tes.seneer was introduced by Barrow
fathers helped for several years to
ton 42, Paducah 48. Bowling Green up may call the Ledger and Times rummage sale at t h e American home of her son James Thompson Medical Association
in Louisville.
Mrs
Robert Harrison. prograrn
Burial wal be in the church ceme- sustain a high birth rate, and that
46. London 45, Hopicinsville 48, Ev- giving the adrress.
Legion Hall on Saturday, Septem- at that time. at 3767 Philwood
Dr. Delmas M. Clardy of Hop- chairman This was a potluck sup- tery with the Miller Funeral Home the order against drafting married
ansville. Id., 43 and Huntington,
This information will be turned ber 28, starting at 6 am. and clos- Street in Memphis where she will kinsville was named as president per open meeting for all
members of Hazel in charge of the arrange- 'men may for a time have a similar
. 45.
W
over to the truck driver for pick up ing at 4 p.m.
convalesce.
of the group.
and their husbands.
ments.
effect.
We

Municipal League
Meeting At Park

.89c

—

Dear Editor:

Two Candidates
Speak At Dam

25c •

— lb.

Special Jury From Marshall
Will Hear Trial Tomorrow

Letter to the Editor I

a

Salvation Army
Truck Here Tuesday

Dr. Quertermous
Is AMA Delegate

!

Your Elected School Board Officials Recommend Expansion Of The Murray City School System. Vote Yes On October 1!!
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THURSDAY — SE

many ,ears in front of the camera. themselves when they see their saw were the things that are wrong After her Nat experience in the
yth
"I don't see it that wag," Nancy first rushes But I was shocked at
e —
Tigh
tnly
. eyes, my hair and projection room Nancy made up
was told people bate seeing myself the first time All I my teeth.
grunsced
her nand not to see the rushes un- I
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
a
Ul the picture is completed*
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Cahotvay Times, and The
She was being
unnecessarily
'awes-Herald, October 20, MRS, and the West Kentuckian, January
harsh with herself.
1, 1942.
Nancy has a fey quality reminiscent of her father's, but her facial
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
resemblance to papa is faint.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Want. A Baby
or Public Voice items winch, in our opinion, are not for the best InThe War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
terest of our readers.
By s'alLNON SCOTT
Unlike many another show biz
CPI Hollywood Correspondent
aprout. Nancy does not believe talNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER (X)., 1500
HOLLYWOOD en — 8Ufl anLeaders or anti-alcohol group went to see
ent is an inherited factor.
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
other Stimuli bounced into the
Linootri, after such a Union Artily reverse
"The only thing that runs in a
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
as Chickanusugs, to protest that Northern soldiers did not
limelight of show business last week
Hollywood fanuly is the exposure of
41
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamission as when Nancy Sinatra makes
win because they drank so much as to bring "the curse of
the children to the Inside of the
her
011
Second Clam Matter.
the Lord upon them." The president listened courteously,
movie debut in a picture being probusiness," she said -We see the
but commented after they left, "It was rather unfair on
nounglarnoroua side of things. It is
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per duced by Papa Frank.
Use part of the curse because the other side drank more
Stank Jr 's career as a singer Lia mean, deceiving, cut-throat way
szenth 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50. elseand worse whisky than ours did."
me* is nitabliethed. And if Simsw here, 19.00.
to make a living.
Um charm is any gauge, his darkHe knew the War Department forbade the sale of recog"Outsiders are enthralled by it,
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Geoununityls Rao
haired. brown-eyed sister shows
nized intoxicants by the regimental sutlers who set up shop
and they get hurt. But we have a
Inlri1yif ifsAWW9PIPar"
In ramps IP supply common nemasitles—toba000, toilet
fai_letWing the traLLIA
Prolni4e
cynicism and are prepared
stardorn.
articles, newmapers, etc., at fixed prices. But as a realist,
for the roughness.
THURSDAY - SEPTEMBER 26. 1963
a
Lincohs understood some sutlers mid boom under the
Nancy is • tiny. sparkling 23- A Q,urc.
"I'd like to establish a career, but
counter. Around camps, too, were bars that served soldiers
year-old who bubbles with friendwhat's even more important is beopenly or on the sly. Furthermore, every crossroads store
hness and self-eastirance.
ing a good wife to Tommy and soon
had a variety of alcoholic elixirs.
At lunch she chattered away
Reverse of one of Chaplain DUhaving a baby. That is moat imabout her marriage to singer-actor
Heavy war taxes on intoxicants had promoted sale of
lion's temperanee
portant of all."
Tommy Sands and about her brohundreds of compounds of mm, whishY, brIndy,
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
or
ther and father with all the enstraight alcohol with bitters or other flavoriagswine
In the
LONDON -- Lord Denning, in a. 05,000-word report on thusiasm of a
guise of medicines.
fan club president.
the.Prolumo affair.;
But beneath her warmth and
Effective work was done by some of the
temperance
-The primary %reesponsibility must.- of course, rest with youthful exuberance boils a will to
societies through a,ppeals to individual soldiers. We
are
succeed
as
• performer.
Mr. Profurno. first by associating with Christine Keeler as
Indebted to Charles A. Laverty, chairman of the
Irish
Always A Relative
he did; secondly and worst by telling lies about it to colBrigade Memorial Committee, New York, for documenIf her name were not Sinatra
tation ot the influence achieved by the temperance associaleagues and deceiving them."
she probably would not be granted
tion founded by the chaplain of the 69th New
•
York
FOR CORRECT
• chance at the golden ring, and
Regiment, Rev. Fr. Jame* M. Dillon, C.S.C. Officers
KIRLEP, S.D — Rancher J. Tipps Hamilton, approving she knows it.
in
the Irish Brigade eventually reported such a
decided
- suggestions that the United States sell surplus grain to Rus-All my life I've been a relative,"
diminution in camp carousing and after-effects that
the
she maid with a mixture of humor
chaplain had a medal struck and distributed to
com-Sometimes we have to put aside our hostilities and help and wry resentment.
memorate the event. "Father Dillan's Temperance
DAY OR NIGHT
Medals"
are prized today by numismatists,
"At first I was Frank Sinatra's
those who are less well off."
daughter Then Tommy Bands'
LIII
e
—CLARK KLNNAIRD
SAN JUAN. P.R. — A weatherman warning that Hurri- wife, and now Prank nJr.'s sister.
PlUirAlt111/ If M. Z. PUlL
Next thing you know 'I'll probably
cane Edith was bound to cause trouble:
be the mother of a star. But in
This
(•-.)
was
typical of many posters dming war.
-This storm is not going to dissipate, and it can't get out the meanwhile I thought
- I'd like
of. the Caribbean without hitting something."
to have a try at show business myof
-•
Murray,
Ky.
Neither beautiful in the Holly- BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Rev. F. L. Shutqnrorth, a
leader in the Birmingham movement. on the latest bombings: wood sense, nor a glamor puss,
-It's clear that law and order have broken down; they are Nancy has a vivacity and freshness
all her own
throwing dynamite everywhere and anywhere.'
Shacked At Herself
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Quotes From The News

WILIFIELY

SOLD WE=

^

It will be on clispia). us -For
Those Who Think Young,- which
also features Claudia Martin, Dean
LEDGER a TIMES ERA
Martin's daughter In the rushes
both girls perform as if they'd spent
The Calloway County Health Department's new Health —
—
Center was the place recently selected for a meeting of the
Public Health Nurses from fourteen surrounding counties.
The Murray High Tigers made it three in a row last night
when they defeated the Mayfield Cardinals 14-13.
Pvt.-James L. Duncan of Dexter recently arrived in Korea for duty with the 40th Infantry •Division. He entered the l
Army in April. 1950.
Mrs. E. C. Parker opened her home on Elm Street for the:
meeting of the Murray Rose and Garden Club held Wednesday afternoon.
Donald Tucker has entered•the New Mexico A and M
College at Las Cruces.- IX M, to resume his duties there. He is
the son of Mr 3:d Mr- Hiram Tucker..

Ten Years Ago Today

-

TV CAMEOS:Ben Gazzara

CHIROPRACTORS

Mon. - Wed. - Frt. - 9-12
2-6
Sat 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
- Dial 437-5111 Hardin, Kentucky
Masonic Building - S. 641

ANNOUNCING!

Read the Ledger's
Classifieds

TONIC!

BILJOISCIIIIPLAINTS

DR. k.AttLE E. TISDALE I
DR. WM. H. ABERNATHY

NOW
AVAILABLE

40,108
ITEMS

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

WITH THE
ADDITION OF

INSTANT

7519?63

PEOPLES BANK

ORDER SERVICE

STARKS HARDWARE
at
tfc

The'64s from Ford are here:
The Year of the Test Drive starts today!

Ford cars have changed. Only a test drive can tell you how much.
Races and rallies, economy runs,braking and acceleration tests have
bred into our 1964 models the kind of total performance you just can't
create on the test track alone. They are hard-muscled,fast-moving,
sure-footed. Open competition helped make them that way.
They offer you substantially more car than,anything at
their price. You don't have to take our word for it.
We're willing to rest our case on our cars.

TRY TOTAL PT1F011MANCZ
FOR A CHANGES

FORD
Falcon•Tairisne.lizdahunderbird

Stage Star Succumbs to Weekly Video Lure
By ED MISURELL
WHENEVER one of Broadway's successful performers decides to tnrn. his talents to a
continuing role in the quicksand world of television, people
connected with the theater Inevitably ask why.
A case in point Is versatile
Ben Gazzara, one of the snare's
top craftsmen, who debnted last
Sunday in ABC-TV's new 90innnute weekly series, "Arrest
and Trial."
"Why?" pondered the 33year-old, dark-haired actor as
he sat In his New Ynrk hotel
suite recently. "Well—for a
number of very strong reasons.
Good dramatic plays come along
Wery infrequenUy. As far as
movies ft4 tho output ha.s
shrunk considerably from whit
Ihwin a. decade ago. The cr.:)
,
place left for an actor to get
consistent ecposure these days
Is in television.
"As an actor," continued
Gaza.rra frankly, "Inn knream
primarily in New York and on
the west coast. TV will give
me an opportunity to son_nk each
week before a nation-wide audiewe. An important factor, too,
Co-stars of a now 10-rninete weekly dramatic series on
Is money. I've got a percentage
A5.C-7V are Chuck Connors (loft) and Bow Gaziorti.
of the show. If the series is a
hit, you eventually make enough 'said Ben.
thing they 1n,i,ted upon was
to give you artistic independ'It is a character with hu- that I get an education first."
ence. You can then be more se- manity. Along with the arrest,
After graduating from Stuylective about the plays or Lams he is concerned with what_made vesant High School, Ben went
you want to do."
bis captive a criminal, the mo- to work. "At night, I attended
• ••
tivations for his actions. Ander- the City College of New 'York
THE DECISION to accept the son does not etch everything in where I took special classes in
role of..Detective Sgt. Nick-An- black and white. He is aware humanities," he said. "After
derson in ".Arrest and Trial" of the gradations of gray."
two years I auditioned for the
was not an easy ono for GazAccordirg to Gazarra. Los dramatic workshop of the New
zara to reach.
Angeles is the basic locale of School of Social Research and
"My wife, Janice Rule. and I the series. Ea(Th week a crim- was accepted."
stayed up five nights debating inal case will be dramatized,
His appearance in the Actors
whether I should take it," said covering the corninission of the Studio production of "End
as
lien. "It meant leaving our'offense, the detection and ap- Man" won raves for
him and
New York home, the theater, prehension of the suspect and he Moved on to Broadway
and moving to the West Coast 1 his fate in court. Co-starring leads in "Cat on a
Hot Tin
where the show is filmed.
as defense attorney John Egan P.our ern! "A Hatful of Rain."
"Janice had strong reserva- is Chuck Connors; who won
In addition, Ben has appeared
tions about Hollywood &nine she fame in "The Rifleman." '
in such films as "Anatom.y of
had been there in her teens a,
"The show in not split Into a Murder," "The Young Doca young actress and didn't like di .-....n,t segments as had been tors," "End as a.
Man" and "The
it too notch. Above all, we both planned originally." said Ben. Captive City."
wanted to be sure the role was "1 float into Chuck's half and
"My present role in the TV
right for me."
he floats into mine."
,
senes," said Gazzarra, L. quite
After much deliberation, the
.
,i) nanve New Yorker, Caz- different from those I've played
Gazzarras decided in favor of zara began actir.g at 12 at the previou.
ly. It is not brooding
acceptance. "The part of An- Madison Square Boys' Club. "I or interne_
It ni far more outderson is not, one of a conven- told my pare:nas I wanted to be gon.g. The
troubles I ercounter
tional detective just putting the an actor," he said, 'and they snern from
out:tide myself. I
arm on some guy each week," never fought the idea. The main find it a
welcome change."
Distributed by Xing Features 3ynd.,4
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1964
FAIRLANE

1964 SUPER
TORQUE FORD

I

I

i

Ty.,

1964 SUPER TORQUE FORD
ar in its

1964 FAIRLANE
Unique iombination of family-size rootn,

field-by hundreds of pounds... More steel

sports car feel and modest price ... Op-

Strongest. smoothest, steadiest

in frame and suspensions ... Unique

tional 289-cubic-inch V-8 an lively it was

suspension system allows wheels to move

adapted for famous Cobra sports car ...

ha( k ward as well as op and down to flatten

Five engine choices, six transmission

htpops

choices, eight ditiserenr models.

. Disti mtis e new rooltines.

• •

1964 FALCON
Ever)thing's changed except the economy
that made Falcon famous ... Falcon's Six
still holds all-time Mobil Economy Run
record for Sixes or Fights ... Plushest ride
ever built into a compact car ... 14 nititlels
-plus three extra-duty wagons.

PARKER MOTORS INC.
Murray, Ky.

•
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Mrs Ocie Lofton, Rt. 6, Benton;
Mrs Joe Miles. 312 So. 8th; Mrs
Marjorie Beak. 709 Poplar; Mrs
Census -- Adult
59
Jaseeh F. Duncan, Rt 1, Dexter;
C tisus
Nursery
10
•fi-s. Poy Lsssiter. 405 So 8th; Mrs.
AJrnitt•d
2
•-•erd :nnes ar.i baby boy, 803
P„ i iiis assmised
0
St., St., B'nton; Feldon Felix
Nev Citieens
0
Pa .ienl. admitted from
Itt. 3; Mrs: Tc.-ry ShoeMonday
9:01 A.M. to Wednesday 3:1111 &IR linker Rt.
2 Hazel: Mrs. Henry
1.7 ft rri
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defo'ring fountains and cafeterias,
"evil are thirsty and hungry. If the
"'eke sod the floors creak.
fail* on vou If roams
•-sod noisy "on are
.•.•••-•,1 If desks have initials
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worse
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THE ASTRONAUT'S "PAL"-'-The drawing illustrates the astronaut's PAL (Portable Air
Luck as envisioned by Lockheed at Sunnyvale, Calif. The 35-pound air lock would enable spacemen to leave and enter spacecraft without decompressing their vehicle. Thus
they could leave and return during emergencies In the coupling and assembly of orbiting
spacecraft Such an air lock could have useful a/titration with the next manned space
flight lorries, Gemini. and the Apollo moon shut,
-

tfc

Friday
Saturday
Monday

•

LADIES COATS

SHIRTS
Mens Short Sleeve
Eldorado Dress and Sport
Shirts - Reg. $3 98
NOW $2.98 or

$8.98
FREE!

3
DAY
SALE

NORTHENS

All-Purpose Reversible
Reg. $10.98
For 3 I)ays . . .

•

FREE!

with the purchase of any
Dress $9.98 and up
1 Pr. Mojud $1.00

a

PAI
; this week, Steel Predicted, will be for four straight weeks,
lifting the points.
, up slightly from the 1.610,000 tons toonage level.
Output last week
irsired. ast wedl
equalled 59 per cf.sr,t of unofficial :Midwest buying c''
be
Trend Reversed
gg:sh. but expor.:
ng
estiafiity and Was two ner cent
le
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support,
.4St
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holm& Record
•
t•• e•-• OL2
"it•sel Imr..•orts in the ton.
'E' r11by ,
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co-ntry'.! leading users show
campo.oe Klee on steel set a record in the first hal: Oh
;h-:r confidence In the rest of this , -rap. No. 1 heavy merino grade. a net tonnage of 2.368275, y.:!..:eJ
-r's business.
at 3280.043.82e. This is 15_2 per •,*.nt
• ! --nnined $27 per ton for the third
..Auttroakers htve -ood cause to oraieto week. Not cnoogh domes,- higher than the mme periOd
last
their sights hieh." Steel said. tie tr•s!nes• is developing. Steel said.
:ear and 6.8 'per cent above 1950,
fist eight months, new car I t'e provide a thorough lest$ of quoted
the previous record year
'tale totaled 4.88 million units vs.. :r
I,r.(• %; at !cost oanstaning
4.41 :Dillon a year ago. At this
appeals healed for
a 71 million unit sales year. and
'h
• to : most of the industr%
r•
renatr,..d."
1 r ^1.1 s'.uattct.,witi•
'
-,-ttlerrent it: the steel
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.act ...ry k expected to be reversed
o • tcbtr,
magazine said. as
.:t• -.makers anticipate a 5 to 10
pf_r cen. improv'einent in (..)...-toOci
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Sliss hale iacreased operations

HOSE GIVEN FREE
MEN'S COTS
A
1
All-Purpose ('oats
Zip-Out Lining
New Fall Styles
Reg. $25.00 Values
- SPECIAL! -

Sigsq8

LADIES HOSE
Seamless Mesh
$1.00 Value

2 PRS. $1.00
2 F°. $5.50
INSULATED JACKETS COTTON DRESSES
_-,--.

Men's Work Jackets
Tan, Grey and Loden
Reg. $6.98

Ladies Reg and Half Sizes
Reg. $?...98

$5.98

Ft

UNDERWEAR
Better Quality D37.ron
3-oz. and 5-oz.

n

.wSI .cut
Rg. $1298, N
Reg. $10.98, Now

_
2 F° $5.00
ESQUIRE SOX 89`
- SPECIAL!

Insulated

- Reg. $1.00mENTlEs
Es1.:ire5ake - Ret. SI.
.. Now $1.50
Reg. $200
HANDKERCHIEFS
12/$1

Who will we say goes to high
school? Your child because you
went to Moray High School, or your •
child because you did not go to high
school? Who will we say sits in
chairs and who will sit on the
floor? Who will get a drink of water between classes and who will go
all day without water because the
waiting line was too long Who will
get a heavy infection because a
drirdsing fountain was out of order
and unsanitary?
If you want new industry in our
town, vote for an adequate school
program If you want good teachers vote for decent school buildings where students and teachers
can have pride and self respect.
If you want good Doctors vote for
good schools so that they will be
willing to bring their children to
our community. If you want good
neighbors vote for a school system
with a future so that all can achieve
together. If you want a bright
future, vote for schools in our town
because a well educated person is'
a priceless memorial to his family,
to his neighbors. to his community.
to his State, to his Country and
to the World.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
F,VERY FOCI A SQUARE DEAL

AMMEMEMIMMEMMEMEMMOr

fuesday. October 1st. 1963
"triallir'1-77.3MIElle:.

711111:FT,M11111111111111
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la TURN SIVITCN RIGHT
TO CLOSE CURTAINS
PS MARK YOUR BALIOT ANO
LEAVE MARKS
SHOEING
•

WARNING- YOUR
El MARKS MUST RE
PRIM' FC» VOTE
TO REGISTER
312 TURN SWITCH LEFT

SCHOOL
TAX
QUESTION

SPECIAL SCHOOL TAX QUESTION
Are you for or against hating an annual special school tax rate of
:ill cents on each $100 of property subject to local taxation located within
the Murray Independent School District levied for all

4'

FOR

11

purposes of the

Board of Education of such District, and, without limiting the generality
of the foregoing, for the purpose of providing for the purchase or lease of
school sites and buildings. for the ereegion and complete equipping of new
school buildings, for

It is every person's responsibility
to contribute and understand so far
as he is capable Let it not be said '
that one person of voting age
neglected to give a "yes" vote to a
program that nrornises every child
better
opportunties
become
to
thinking. considerate. humane members of a civilized society

the major alteration, enlargement and complete

equipping of existing buildings, for the purpose of retiring, directly or
through rental payments, school revenue bonds issued for such school

AGAINST

[]

building improvements and for the purpose of financing any program for
the acquisition, improvement or 'mudding of schools and to accomplish any
or all of said purposes7

Mrs Russell Terhune
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Aultarn Newport. Rt 1, Puryear,206 No. 16th Mayfield: Mrs. DeTenn.,' Mil; Henry Miller Blakely. mons Allbritten, New Concord. Mrs
Rt 4, Mrs Fred R. Johnson, 115 Witham Lee Colston, Rt. 2, Golden
°a .1
Miss Delores Harper. Apt Pond: Mrs. Don Dycus and baby
20: :ollege Court Mrs. Reed Henci- `‘,". 311 No. /6th: Reward Driscall,
-; on arvl baby girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; fi,
"10 Tr-ilor Court: Hubert Wilson,
Mr; Lex Croft, Fit. 1. Benton; Pt 1, R-"el' Mrs. Clifton Campbell.
°a 13th.
Tr 3 Jet Ri.'iardscn 109 West 136th.
f'. .3tn'on: Jimmy Dale Redtnon. P9tien'o onienis•Pd from Monday
_ 9:01 4.M to Wednesday 9:00 A.M.
Mrs. Hobert Donn, Rt. 7, BenCLEVELAND IJPI - An optimton;
Frarcis, Rt. 1. Farm- istic outlook
for the metal industry
ingten: Mrs. Corrynne Winchester,
this fail. to predicted by Sue' MaMrs. Max Lovett, Rt. • gstelne today
which pointed out
". `Irrs Re-ne Duke. 805 Walnut,
U.S.
automobile
maw fs•-•ti• •ei
• 'enron• Mrs Hannon Whitnell, Rt.
seheduled
recorel-breaking
4- "mood "•94svell. Rt 1. Benton; fiou
-iihquarter production.
M•,rnhv Dover. Tenn.' Mee.
auto--makers ore the
T3---,11 Rt. 7. Benton; John
•EnVer one sera of steel, the mar•••nn Veedow Lane; Mrs- Joe
rtin* point
_Additional reaxiiO4.---445,- Mn -*ter • -Tarr Main:
SanS for predicting a healthy maro• Mr. Rred Sinter. 111 So. 12th:
ket. Con3truction activity is ex"ee P•d•crd Windsor, Rt 1. Lynn
r buying to
eo-se..• sfir• Grelene Unlerhill Rt. oe•Ase. to i••;.ep
holes in inveritories.
nohier Pond' Mrs. Ruby Bland, fir
soa Itftwele: Mrs. Rachel Howard,
st,c1 ingot protluctior is at the
l• Master Wm Hagler, Pur- highest lu.ei since July Production
•,,s- Tenn: Hubert Wilson (Ex-

Hammond Organ Music Furnished By Shackleton,s

PARKER MOTORS INC.
Open Evenings Until 9:00 P.M.
.
5
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-1916
or 753-4947

Dear Abby ...
•

Vostae(4Social Calendar

Abigail Van Buren
Nn Perkins. H. C. Woodbridge, and
311las Kathleen Patterson.
•••
Tuesday, October 1st
_The %VW'S of the First Methodist
Church will have a potluck dinner
at the social hall at 6:30 p.m. with
the executive board meeting. at 6
p.m. Members are...asked to please
wig the change in Ume,
• • •

READ THE LEDGER'S
CLASSIFIED ADS

DEAR ABBY: What do you think ing down and turning
off the igniof a hither who would call the pol- tion Wumen drivers, babi
Ice and, tell them to pick up his
ALL MAN
own son for driving in a drunken :1
• • •
condition? The boy had had only
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NICKI":
a few driniLs sod was not so drunk
that he would have endangered his What makes you think he's difpass Ida OF &throne ene's. He was fereist? A in w hod cheat
on his
19, had been driving for three years wife would think nothing of cheatand never had any trouble with ing on his girl friend.
• • •
the police before this. Don't you
think this was a pretty rotten way
What'
s on your mind? For a perto teach his son a lesson?
reply. send a self-addressed,
A FRILKID
s.uapied envelope to Abby,
Box
DEAR FRIEND: I doubt if many .,iss Beverly Hills, Calif.
•
•
•
fathers would inform on their own
sons—whether or not I advised
them
Fur Abb., booklet. "How To Have
to do so. But if that weer the ONLY
A,,Lovely Wedding." send 50 cents
to
way to keep a dangerous drunk
bby, Box T.165. Beverly Hills, Calif.
off
the streets—to prevent his
death,
as well as the death of other
• • •
s—I
think a parent should ask the
police
for help.
• • •

Mrs Bun Swann, secon
d vicechairman, discussed the
ribbons to
be placed on the church
guest cards.
Mrs Joe Baker, Mrs. Burne
tt Waterfteld. and Mrs. Elsie Brow
n were
appointed as • committee in charge
of the meals to be served by
the
circle in October.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins
and
Mr and Mrs. Nolen Atkins
spent
last weekend in Memphis. Tenn.
.
where they attended the Mid-South
Fair. They attended the World
Champlonahlp Rodeo where they
-.aw the Beverly Hillbillies In person.
They spent some time with Billy
Pool, son of Mr and Mrs Roy Pool
arMurray. who plays in the band
f H' the stars at the special events.
will be playing this week tor
the Cheyenne TV stars at the fair.

ROYALTY IN U.S. SCHOOLS—
Swed
Princess Christina (facing
Radcliffe College to Cambridge. en.
camera) is welcomed to
Hass., by Anne D'Harnoncourt,
Dormitory Committee, and
president of Holmes Hall
in San Francisco. Prince
Willi
am
of Gloucester, cousin at
Britain's queen Elizabeth, bass
smile for one and all as he
arrives to enter Stanford
Uruversity. He will be the first
British royal family member
to study in a U.S. schoo
L

a

WHOLE, GOVT INSPEC'T
ED

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order ofther dvisor.
Other Masons and Eastern Stars
the Ramoow tor torts- met at the
bfaaonlic Hall on Tuesday evening attending were Mrs Ruth Williama,
with Miss Shirley Stroud, worthy Mrs. Mildred Stalls. and Mrs. Ruby
advisor. predicting arid Miss Jean Talialerro. Visitors attending the inThurman, reeorder, reading the stallatioo were Mrs. Charles Flynn
and Mrs. Logan Watson.
minutes.
Awards were presented to Shirley
Guests welcomed and introduced Stroud. Chenlyrule'Fair, and
Diane
were Miss Jane Watson, grand re- Tender/0.
presentative to South Carolina.
Preceding the meeting an adMiss Gnarly Shelton, grand repre- dendum was given for Miss
Stroud
sentative to Iowa, and Mrs. JUDO who was presented
with her
Crider. worthy matron of Murray worthy advisor's pin
and a
Star Chapter No 433 Order of the book outlining the
activities of her
Eastern Star.
term.
Announcement was'‘tnede that
Misses Gherilynne Pair, Jane Wat-son. Shirley Stroud. and Mrs.
Prances Churchill plan to atten
d
Masonic Fraternal Day in Louis
ville on Sunday, September 22.

After the installation Miss Watson- was presented with a gavel
from George Williams and her insignia pins representing all offices
she has held in the Rainbow' Girls
by her mother.

PERSONALS

WANT AD
1-

ANN'S

• • •

DEAR ABBY. That aLguan
who
I warned women drivers against
wearing high heels because her
heel
, caught on the rug and jammed
the
gas pedal. causing her car to
go
OUL of control and landing
her
in the hospital, could have avoid
ed
the accident How? By simply reach
-

•

Officers were installed with
Miss Watson was honored with an
the
following serving as installing
of- addendum at the close of the meetficers. George Williams,
officer; ing during which Miss Stroud, jun-Miss Pam Garland, marsh
all; Uri. tor pest, worthy advisor. presented. June Crider, chaplain; Mrs. Doroher with a charm bracelet and Miss
thy Boone, musician; Miss
Jean TalMferrO gave her her insignia
Thurman, recorder, Mrs.
Patricia pin representing the office she held
Parka, confidential observer,
Jun- as worthy associate advisor.
Ftefresitments were served by 'the my Parka, outer observer
The next regular meeting will be
hostesses.
Heine Purdorn. Mrs.
Rainbow officers installed
were held Tuesday. October 1, at 7 p.m.
Mattie Parker, and Mrs. Stanl
ey Jane
Watso
n,
worth
y
advisor; at the Masonic Hall.
Martin. to the twenty-three memChertlynne Fair, worthy associ
ate
bers and one guest Mrs Loyd Ramadvisor; Diane Taliaferro,
charity;
Pr.
Sherrie MoCuiston. hope;
Phyllis
Flynn, faith; Shirley Stroud.
• • •
chaplain; Barbara Flynn. drill
leader;
Marjorie McDaniel, love:
Joyce
Mr and Mrs Ruby Morris of
Hargrove, religion; Anita
Flynn. Dearborn. Mich are
visiting Mrs
nature: Martha Robbins,
tumor- Irene Wright and Mr
and Mrs.
wv.th a
tality: Diane Stalls, fideli
ty; Pat Ivan Futrell.
Carneal, patriotism, Phylli
s Cuntitles-ham. service; Kay Sykes, conMr and Mrs Solon Shackelfor
d
fidential observer. Ginny Shelt
on. were the weekend guest
s of Mrs
outer observer; Carolyn McNeely.
Inez Hopkins of Nashville, Tenne
smusician; Sheri Outland, choir
di- see While there they also
attended
rector; Mrs. Frances Churchill,
trio- :he Tennessee State Fair.

PERSONALS

DEAR ABBY: Somebody
started
a rumor about me. No one
seems
to know who started it. bue
a very
good friend of mine told
me she
heard it from a person who
said
she heard it from anoth
er very
good friend of mine. The
person
who was SUPPOSED to have
start' ed it has been a good
friend for
years, and I don't believe she
ever
said It The middle person
would
be more likely to have starte
d it.
I promised not to go back
to the
pertain a ho was suppceed to
have
started it. but I would like
to near
It from the horse's mouth.
How do
I do it?
TALKED ABOUT
DEAR TALKED: Ignore the
rumor. The only thing you
can be,
sure of getting from the
horse's
mouth is a horse laugh

Misglane Watson Installed As Worthy
Advisor Of Murray Rainbow For Girls

Circle I of the Woman's
Society
of Christian Service of
the Find
Methodist Church met in
the so
dal hall of the church
on Tuesday
afternoon at two-thirty
o'clock.
Mrs. R. A. Johnston,
program
leader, presented an intere
sting program on "Our Methodist
Family".
Mrs Leslie Putnam
accompanied
the group in singing and
Mrs. Edgar
Morris led the opening praye
r.
The chairman, Mrs. V.
E. Windsor presided and gave
a full report
on the general WSOS
meeting Mrs.
Albert Laasiter, assistant
secretary,
read the minutes. Retor
ts were
green by Mrs. R. C Ward
, treasurer,
Mrs. Statue Parker, spirit
ual life
chairman. and Mrs. Lula
Farmer,
flower chairman.

Not With You!

Thursday, Seetesakese 116
0:30 pm with Mrs. C. C. I.,owry as
The Magazine Club will meet at f
the pesker. Hostesses will be
Mete
the home of Mrs. R. W Churchill
, dames James U. Lassiter,
Been
at 2 p m. Members are asked to
, Fulton. Joe B. Littleton.
Howard
note change in date and to bring
I Titsworth. and Morris Lamb.
scene old pieces of china for the 1
program. "-A Glingare Into An Oild
Satirrd"T.-- SeRiewatie ISt
China Closer. with Mrs. J. I. HoMurray Woman's Club will hold
w* in charge.
its
,1 The Alpha Department of
the
noon hmcheon at the club house
The Zeta Department of the Mur- with Dr. C. S.
Lowry as the pleat
ray Woman's Club will have • din- speaker. Hoste
sses will be Mesdames
ner meeting at the club house at
E. S. Diugind. R. A. Johnston, Rob-

•

WSCS Circle 1
Has Regular Meet
At Social Hall

•

WHERE SHOPPING IS
A PLEASURE INSTEAD
OF A TASK
'11CNIC STILE

25,cb Pork Ro

Fryers

ast 25

IIEST IN TOWN!

PURE GROUND BEEF 3B 1. s
Kraft Limo Island

65c DRESSING

10 lbs
Hunt's - No. 25 can

Pure, Strained

PEARS

on this new 18 oz.

39c HONEY

Red and Yellow Delicious

tall glass

APPLES
American Beauty -

Grape, Appie, Strawberry
and
Blackberry

Choice of 9 Preserves:
Strawberry, Peach, Apricot,

Ziase*€ filed
Agee bt,te;./ ttz

Blackberry. Red Plum,
Pineapple, Grape.
Cherry, and
Orange Marmalade

ause they're "quick
-cooked"
Kraft's flavor-saving
way!

Only the finest fruits
that ripened in the
sun are
choice enough for
Kraft's Pure Jellies
and
Preserves. They're hurr
ied to the Kraft
Kitchens and
"quick-cooked"so the true
flavor isn't lost. Get
your
favorite kind in the
special re -usable
glass tumbler
and save 10/ with the
coupon.

1-Lb. Sliced

39c

FRUIT PIES
Longhorn

To the grocer `i.r.0 Sr, authori/P4
to art as our
•gent, in rodeAVong this eoupon.
sentanve will handle the coupon Kraft's wpre
redem
10,plus 2r for handling for each coupo ption for
n, provided
you and toe customer have compli
ed with the
when you
terms of thia offer. Proof' of pur, fv,..•o
f 9uthc,nt.
ntockw
Kraft :)Pli
at .1 Prev.. r -• Ii, ••,/ .,„.. •,,
buy
*KRAST
coupon's pk,;«•nte-11 Oust f.•
typo.
Kraft Jellies
requerit. Vire
honor r.. •
'rough
outside agency., brokers. ctc.,
,ii
or
Ste,
ethcally authorized by Kraft. To..
1.14 MIT fount
pay any slim or slimier tax ow de. ,
Preserves
Is
raf
t
•le:Iv
or
nreas
received...Coupe' trail if is.
, pr
in the 18-oz. iiilidmas
eieWsuicted or tared. Cissho.d,,,,;,,
,m va!,te
I 'Hit. Rofidrovi em on ether
Tall Glass size. ofe"u`".4.
K!aft
-.
fr-lurf. Kr./ fLimit, one(*anon to a farad) KRAFT' FOODS 2900 Kraft
Drive
Murray _lb
Nashville, Tenn.
IP!iF, M TII COVP(N
4,
PI
0a.

CHEESE

LUX

2lbs.$1.19

Quart

SMOKE!)JOWLS 3lbs

PICNICS

FROSTY ACRES

Meat
Pies
5 for

99
'S1.00

69c PUREX

1-gal. 390
2rolls59
qt.15c

Kohey SHOESTRING

11). 48c POTATOES
ALL BRANDS

SMOKED, TENDERATED - 4- to 8-11).
avg.

29c BISCUITS 3° 25c

MIXED NUTS, 14-oz. can
59
NABISCO TANG-0
39c
9 LIVES CAT FOOD
2 cans 29'
FRENCH'S BROWN GRAVY ___ pkg. 19'

t

35c

2lbs. 25c I 'v8,C7eR UP
F
3,7 87c FOIL WRAP

TISSUE

1\q'SAVE

COFFEE

%

Toilet - 10-roll pkg.

•, •

MAXWELL HOUSE

Sliced and Dciined

Swiss Miss - Large

--nEco--,
t oriikk:
xzekocz.4,wirip.•

NILO

BACON

slii[idARGARINE
Take this Coupon to
your
grocer today.

Itox

29c iSiii113 MIXES

PLANTATION

47c

FRESH -FRUIT GOOD
•••
bec

lb.

can

GREDE "A" MEDIUM

EGGS

POTATOES

9 lbs.

TOMATO JUICE

SIz

Choice of 4 Jellies:

2 lbs 75' '

Sweet

SPIC & SPAN
AJAX CLEANER
SCOTT PLACE MATS
VIENNA SAUSAGE

24c
24
pkg. 39'
can 1(k

EMBER 26, 1963

Vorthy
Girls
and Eastern- Stars
Mrs. Ruth Williams,
ails. and Mrs. Ruby
.u.s attending the InMrs. Charles Flynn
Watson.
presented to Shirley
ine 'Fair, and Diane

THURSDAY'— SETEMBER
26, 1963
0
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Newest model nuskes its bow—

Chevrolet's Chevelle Malibu SS Coupe
•

•

meeting an ad'en for Miss Stroud
ited with her past
; pin and a scraphe activities of her
,allation Miss Waited with a gavel
illiauns and her invsentIng all offices
the Rainbow Girls

0

f

iras honored with an
e close of the meeth Miss Stroud, Jun
advisor, presented
is bracelet and Miss
her her insignia
the office she held
iate advisor.

Newest member of the growing Chevrolet
passenger car family is the Chevelle. Although
16 inches shorter and 2.4 inches narrower than
comparable (*he% rolet models, the Chevelle offers
virtually II the interior roominess and smooth

ilar meeting will be
acteiber 1, at 7 p.m.
Hall

fiat ear feel of a full-size luxury car. The
Chevelle Malibu SS Sport Coupe (shown above)
is one of II Chevelle models which will be in
dealerships beginning September 26. The Chevelle
is offered in the Malibu. Malibu SS and 300 Series.

ONALS
Ruby Morris of
. are visiting Mrs.
uid Mr. and Mrs.

Solon Shackelford
nd guests of Mrs.
Nashville, Tennesthey also attended
late Fair.

• • Everson tikes Cookies
By JOAN 01111INAN
COOKIals are nice to nibble

II.

lee on, marvelous to munch.
Everyone likes 'em, Mom,
so how about whIpreng up a
batch as a surprise for the
family?
Kids go for cookies rich
with nuts or fruit. Keep them
happy with Soft Molasses
Cookies topped with currants
and nuts.

Splay Pretzels
Adults seem to favor a spicy
flavor, so try the Pratzel
Cookies

on

Dad, They're

sugary and good, sparked with

25b *

•

a'.

1•

4,

111

LOSTY ACRES

Meat
Pies
5 for

1.00
I. 390
Is 590

ginger, molasses, cinnamon
and cloves.
The shape, too, Is special. It
takes a bit of practice to
create that pretzel outline, but
you'll have fun getting the
twist of it.
' Here are the recipes.
PRETZEL COOKIES

6 to 5% c, sifted enriched
flour
ti tap. baking soda
% tsp. sait
2 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. ground cloves
1 tsp. ginger
1 c. shortening
Algae
1 a dark molasses
1 egg
Granulated sugar
Sift together 5 c. flour, soda,
salt and spices.
Cream together shortening
and sugar. Add molasses and
egg; mix well.
Add dry Ingredients and sttr
with a spoon, then knead by
hand until a-en-blended. Add
additional flour, if needed.
Dough should be stiff but pliable.
Break off pieces of dough
about 1 in, in diameter: roil
under palms of hands, on lightly floured board or pastry
cloth, to form ropes 46 In.
thick and 12 In. long. Twist
Into pretzel shapes.
Place on lightly greased
baking sheet. Bake in mod.
oven, 3.50 F.. for IS mine un-

TIMES

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

South Climbs
To High
Grid Position
By DAVID M. MOFFIT
United Pre
International
ATLANTA, Cia. too — Those
"little" southern football hadependente aren't Just whistles' Dixie
any longer.
The independents, long relegated
to second-olass citizenship in southern football circles, are rappkily
coming into their awn.
The climb of Florida State and
Memphis State and reports that
Georgia Tech may suite out on Its
own has given new prestige to the
southern independent.
A few years back. only the Miami
Fla. Hurricanes were able to attract
national attention among the nonconference teams in the South. The
honors all went to teams in the
Southeastern and Atlantic Coast
conferences.
The independent status has long
been recognized In the Midwest
and Northeast thanks to Notre
Dame, Army, Navy, Syracuse, Penn
State. Pitt and ethers.
But in the South, if a team didn't
belong to a conference, it had to
struggle for recognition. Not being
in a conference often creates
scheduling difficulties.
Three thundering blows struck
recently for independence were 1
Memphis State's scoreless tie with
!nightly atiesiesippi: 2 Florida
State's 24-0 victory OVer Miami, and
3 the growing wave of sentiment
at Georgie Tech and several °thee'
h51. schools for giving up conference affiliation.
Miami started the independents
I out of the doghouse more than a
decade ago. The Hurricanes went
t --big time" in the early 506 — beatMg Mains like Purdue, Pitt, Florida,
Missouri, Nebraska and Notre Dame.
Seminoles Are Stronger
But Florida State and Memphis
State trailed far behind. The PUS
Seminoles didn't really come into
their own until last season when
they tied Kentucky, Georgia Tech
and Auburn and beat Georgia. Saturday night's game with Texas
Christian should show whether that
24-point victory over Miami was a
Mike or for real.
Memphis State attracted attention last season when its only loss
was to Mississippi 21-7 but the
Tigers really put themselves into
the limelight by tying the Rebels
last Saturday night.
Take a look at the independents'
schedule, and you get an idea of
how "big time" they have become.
Miami plays Purdue Saturday night
and will meet
Pitt and Mabarna and foie
ser SEC Wink
In addition to Miami and TCU,
Florida State has three
teams,
including Georgia Tech, and two
ACC teams to play.
Memphis State still plays a relatively lightweight schedule but
has the likes of Misaissippi State
who the Tigers beat, 28-7 last year,
South Carolina and Houston ahead.
More Independents Seen
The list of independents in the
South may change drastically In
a few years. Vanderbilt and Tulane
are finding it more difficult every
year to compete in the tough Southeastern Conference. They are expected to follow Georgia Tech's
lead in posibly withdrawing. And
there has been talk about Virginia
pulling out of the ACC.
This might open the way for
Florida State and Memphis State,
both of whom have made numerous
bids, to get into the SEC. Miami
made such a bid a few years back
but has had such great succeass
drawing top-name teams to the
Orange Bowl it is unlikely to change
Its status now.
Then there's the problem of integration. As Negro athletes enter
the conference, there's a likelihood
that such staunch segregationists as
Mississippi. Mississippi State and
Alabama may decide to leave glee
SEC
However, many observers feel that
southern schools will come to a-'
cept the resence of inteizrated teems
and that although this may cuase
a temporary problem, it may not affect the make-up of the conferences
over the long haul.

Lay.
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You =I Meg Ifbat beiedietall with complete free-

dom and this shirt alwayss its place. Note the
long tails, the clever knit underarm inserts engineered with you in mind. Winning ways with good
looks tooi neat collar, smooth button-placket front,
embroidered emblem on handy pocket. Charcoal
,heather, blue, barn red or tan heather Orlon acrylic
blended with flee wool—nsrer a care wash-weanl
5, M,I, XL.

hateeti

r i—ddsh

•

SCUFF-RESIST4NT VINYL JACKET
HAS KNIT BOTTOM,COLLAR
TRIM
Easy-care vinyl wipes dean
of surface soil with damp
cloth. Stitch -trim slash pock.
eta, shoulder yoke. Wares
quilt lining. Blue, 011111,
block, beige. 36 to 46. re

10.99

sEr

MS EXPRESSION tells all and It's obvious that the Soft
Molasses Cookies Mom baked for him are strictly 11,4110
El1 Very Tightly browned.
Carefully remove cookies
from baking sheet and dip Into
sugar at once.
Makes about 4 doz. maiden.

Currants
Sift together flour. sugar,
soda, ginger, cinnamcn and
salt.
Add shortening, egg, mobs.

802T MOLASSES COOKIES 50e. water and vinegar, mix.
lag to blend.
e. sifted enriched flour
Beat 2 min, cm medium
% r- sugar
speed of electric mixer or 3(10
2
2
I
%

tsp, baking soda
tsp. ginger
tap. cinnamon
tsp. salt
C. hydrogenated
shortening

I egg
1 c. dark molasses
% c. boiling water
1 tbsp. vinegar
Chopped nuts

strokes by hand.
Drop by tablespoonfuls onto
greeesed baking sheets
eprinkle with nuts and/or
currants.
Bake In mod. oven, S75 Fe.
20 to 12 min. or until only
alight imprint Is left when
bghtly touched.
Makes about 2% dot 3-hs.

cookies.

4

•

&

OUR OIVI 9112111"
AND SLACKS SEM:X

339

Veda of print Of
corduroy or
cotton blooms
striPoc or

it.150

ine pars masa
ens yes° Re comfort! licoety
keit wadi doebie Pekaforoed
eltaouts- and pockets. Classic
clam tool
_ *Aced gray,
postrookblue.

5
.99
-

sr,,Os

.
3.99 2.99

j7.14._L
3-6X
"Tette Butk'TD;;Ilood
knPt k **mei, Nary, red
or
v***2,71./.3h4d wtit
eq%boo
wierasa
-•t4.kAufe_estril.

MRS'AND IODDIERS'
CONDOROY PLAY PANTS

$1.99

NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
One out of ever: seven persons
employed in the United States holds
a yob directly connected with the
automotive industry, according to
the Automobile Manufacturers Aseociation,

--10

'A *wed*

ORLON' ACRYUC CARDIGANS
FOR BIG AND UTTLE SISTER

HI - LO
NEW YORK ere — The lowest
temperature reported this morning
by the U.S. Weather Bureau, excluding Alaska and Hawaii, was 24
degrees at Lebanon, N.H. The highest Tuesday 1414.9 107 at Thermal,
Calif., and Yuma, Ariz.

•

air*ti
ARCHDALE LONG WEAR
,WORSTED COAT SWEATER

Overaffs, boxer stacks, snap.
crotch crawlers bright rind

dark. 9-18 mos. 2-4 xi*
S-M-L - 2-3x

ttaligmmomme.

24c
24t
pkg. 39r
- can lOr

nm

CORDUROY SEACKS.
WITH SIDE ZIPPER,7TO 14 4k

rt•MSS
Wiest Maar Nast

11.11) WILL ENJOY mackisg up on pretzels, but these arc different Not mite but
the recipe calls for sparking the batter with a Mixture of cinnat000, doves end

299,

Neocred, ref pith
cora.:
ck ca
myl (Showorwide wale is b4
be.'moss green,
bronze, beta blue.(Not shown?
brow*_
pinwale WTMA Mk, in
laden, mulberry, beta blve.4

THIS SEASON STRIPES ARE BIG!
ARCHDALE ORLON COAT SWEATER
frtalrititta
?/Li
-

?welt..

P

89-9

acrylic knit, ribbed cuffs and y

13 16!8711441

a

,
P

r

t I Et.Ii„t

-

Hlt(istc, hisit.Ces f

1 I lL

'IrttliSLAY

SEPII4}3L. 23, li)33

•

•

•

59

lb

•asot-

-Editors

411111111"
,
41/0P4O10.

-41111 —
Visit New Lodge Construction'
.

TRAVEL EDITORS AND COUNSELORS at I3uckhorn Lake State
Park in
Perry County are shown complete plans for the 24-room luxury lodge
and other
construction under way there by Cattie Lou Miller (extreme right),
commissioner of the State Department of Public Information. From the
ert Montgomery, editor of Scenic South, Standard Oil of Kentuckyleft are RobIn Louisville; Mrs. Earl Shaw, Evansville; David Stucker, travel publication,
counselor for
the Louisville Automobile Club; Lou Weber, director of touring for
nati Automobile Club; Mrs. Jan Carter, travel counselor for the the CincinBlue Grass
Automobile Club, Lexington; Glen Lashley, editor of the national
Association of America magazine, American Motorist, Washington,Automobile
D. C.; and
Quentin Allen, writer for the State Division of Tourist and Travel
Promotion.'
In back are John Lyon. supervisor of State Travel Information
Earl Shaw, editor of the Evansville (Ind.) Courier. They* wereCenters, and
among the,
travel folk on a special compact totir of Eastern Kentucky
mountain-area
tourist attractions. Circulation of publications represented total 1.5
million. mei
went brain , surgery at Memphis
Baptist Hospital Saturday. we hope
she mill .soon be well and able to
mIss Diane Davis. daughter of be back nome.
Rev and Mrs Henry Darts underMi. and Mrs David Rumen and

BUCHANAN NEWS

HORSE SALE
SATURDAY ...
SEPT. 28 - 6:30 P.M.
REGULAR MONTHLY

HORSE SALE
There will be Horses and Ponies
There will be Buyers for All
Kinds

BRING ANY KND OF HORSE, PON`i
OR MULE!!

Murray Livestock Company
BILLY MORGAN. Mgr.

:Hurray, Kentucks

T-BONElit

STEAK

69

LEAN TENDER

HUCK ROAST
PI
ROAST -- 6W PEAKROAST -Brntele,

1RUMP

Mr and:Mrs. Herbert Alton and
iaughters were Sunday afternoon
....sitors of Mr. and Mrs Rupert
Sanders

59c STEW BEEF -

Sugar Cured

Mr and Mrs Brooks Sunman,
,rid Children were S,iliday after:loon visitors of Mr'and Mrs Jim:1.y 'Alton and daughters

lb.69c

First Cuts

SLAB BACON

29icb

lb

I Err I
,7 th, first time
..us area
‘NODIZUD ALUM)NUNI
.TORNI WINDOWS A DOOR.
Also Aluminum Awnings.
Jalett.ie. and Porch
knelieitires

ALUMINI. M INSULATED
SIDING
—
— FREE ESTIM
( all Richard Ilaliermel
Phone 73-6521 Anstime
— kit Work Guaranteed —

29'

oirr
llB
lei

RIBS

— lb.

29'

MORRELL PALACE

Pork Sausage
2'Lb:99c

THICK SLICED

- 2-Lb. Pkg.

Golden Fluff° - 3-1b. can

41V SHORTENING - --5W •
Morton.

$1.09 SALT

10°

POTATOES---- 101::: 39
JUICE
290 CANDY BARS 619
- CELERY
10'
F2019
3 7W
CARROTS
R c POTATOES -2 lbs 2W PIES
American Beauty Tomato

46-oz. can

Hollywood, 5e Payday, Butternut, Milk Shake

Fresh Crisp%

Large Size
Ire-1, Tests - 1-1h. bag

•

991

BACON

1 CA-N BISCUITS FREE with

Godchaux - 10-lb. bag

Mrs Will Canady received word ONIONS
the death of her sister in Sir No. I Red
Molulay..„

Now off—

— lb.

FIELD'S PURE

SALMON
• VEGETABLES
3,bs 19c SUGAR

Inited Pre-, lotern..tional

6W

Westport Pink - tall can

Mr and Mrs Leonard Harris of
San Franc:. Calif. and Mrs.
Lucite Seru:11 of Ft. Thomas. Ry.
are visiting their parents Mr. and + Yellew Sweet
Mrs Atlee Jackson.
•

it

STEW BEEF_

Lean Boneless
lb.

Mr and Mrs. Max Wallace and
Mrs. Gladys Sanders visited Mr. and
Mrs. Eli Wallace near Pans, Sunday

NOW VOL KNOW

891 •

59g.

Brisket

lb.

RoAsT

,t

79F. Minute Steak

STEAK

LEAN ,nd TENDER

Mr and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn us- Round Bone
Red Mrs Alice Vaughn in Murray I
Sunday

...a has,
R. C. Williams, Sallisaw. Oklahoma. will have Registered
Quarter-horse Colts. Few outstanding weanin4 quarterhorse colts sired by Bob Little by Sugar Bars. North and
South ( arolina buyers will be here looking for good
riding horses.

'SI,

Westpac French Fried

11A4il: SANBORN (1-Lb. Tin ....59e)

Swiss Miss Fruit -

•

1 -1h.

PRIDE OF ILL. WHITE or YELLOW - 303 can

FFEE
2 1.09 CORN vt 29c
CHEESE 2 lb box 79c Margarine29c
B

BIG BROTHER, YELLOW OUARTERS

KR %FT MAI:ETA

STARKIST

SPECIAL NOTE
To The People of Murray and Calloway County
For the past sixteen'tnonths we (Ruth and Rill Hooper)
have owned and operated the Kentucky Lake Lodge and
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky.
We have had the pleasure of meeting a few of you good
people and we extend a special invitation to all of you to
visit us and try one of our delicious . .

KY. LAKE FISH DINNERS

DELICIOUS PLATE LUNCHES
ROAST BEEF
CHOICE STEAKS
— 341141.0
SEA FOODS
BAKED HAM
COUNTRY FRIED CHICKEN VEGETABLE PLATE
(All You Can Eat)

Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant
On Hwy. 68. One-Halt Mile West Of Eggner I errs Bridge
,
OPEN 7:00 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
(CLOSED sustiiivs)

Ruth and Rill Hooper, owners

Phone 474-2259

BREEZE

1 -lb. box

SILVER DUST Keg si,i7c
LUX LIQUID
SWAN LIQUID
SURF Keg.. size _ _ _ __
HANDY ANDY
VIM TABLETS
TANGO CHIPS Nabisco
Ili 4

"••• 71' —

giant

I•1

29'
_ 35`
22-or. 59e
33”
59t

Giant Size

59`
9_0r. box 39`

TUNA
Reg. Size Can

FLUFFY ALL

3-lb. box

LUX SOAP
LUX SOAP
RED KIDNEY BEANS Bush Best _

4 BARS 34'
2 RES 27` •
2 F°R I9c
DILL CHIP PICKLES Paramount ____
29'
TEA
35` •
TOMATO CATSUP
19"
WISK
67°
Reg. Size — — — —deal pack

Bath Size — —

290
B.411GWELL STRAWBERRY

deaf pack

300 can

quart

Preserves
Large 18-oz. Glass

21-lb. box

McCormick

1 -1b.

Stokely

3W

14-oz.

quart

•••••••

PARKER'

79

FOOD
MARKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00

ar,

V

•

•ir

THURSDAY - SEPYI'LIMBER

2d, 1i)63

le SI •

tv

s

26, 1963
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ACROSS
1-Soottlsh cap
4-1-ament
11.4.nrc. name
11-1-ease
13-Conduct
15 - liaagag•
carrier
17- Ream
Is-Greek let ter
30- KU lige 01
iin9Wiads•

setimmai

•

¶,

F OR
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10 2-BEDROOM TRAILERS Clean.
clean, clean, 1965 Streamline $1406.
1956 Travel Horne $1596. 1058 Prairie
Ecooner 11795. 1963 Star 50x10' $3,495. Consider guarantee and value.
Also 1957 Dodge truck 2-ton bobtail
for pulling house trailers, motor in
excellent Shape. $695 'Mathews
Trailer Sales Highway 45 North,
diLLayfield.
0-22-C
LOST bright carpet colors . . restore them with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Crass Furniture.
8-28-C
ONE SEVEN-ROOM House and four
large lots, close to school and churel
in old Almo. Price $3600.00. Call
753-6452 days or 753-2437 nights.
S-26-C

89Fb

9

lb
•

29'
•

99c

•

F 0411
,00
qt.

can

29c

-lb. box

•

79e

1 BARS 34°
!RkRS 27°
2F0. 19°
29,
350

- quart

-

-

14-oz.

- quart

959 DESOTA Sportaman 4-dr. hard 56-ACRE FARM, 4 MI. SOUTH
top, power seering, power brakes, Lynn prove, two pick-up' trucks,
radio, good condition. Jack Otter- one Cub tractor and equipment.
Call Pl. 3-2958.
booker. Call 762-4883.
%Pp
9-37-P
1953 PAC KA RD UI EXCELIZZYT
'GOOD USED Clarinet. Phone
753co";...' fl.ou
3485.
-1. ..,*_*b 1604W.
61-218-C
Olive. :aine 783-3887.
127p
36" ELECTRIC STOVE in excellent
condition. $50.00. Call 753-8847 cc
RANCHERO,
call Dallas Willoughby, Ky. Central 1958 Will I E
Thtuiderbl.t crie..ie Call 753-4481.
Insurance Agent.
8-E-P
s27p
-411kfINIATURE POODLE POZPPI
E
Black female, 4 moilliEs old.
ANC GOOD USED JUNIOR GIRLS clopapers. Phone 489-211113.
8-18-0 thing. sizes 9 to 13, cotton dresses,
wool skirts, suits, slim JAMS, blouses.
FtE7vIODELF1) upright piano, desk
Priced reasonably. Phone 788-3729
and chair. Call 753-3311
.
8-28-C
s27c

m(:)1

IAA RENT

lOOR ALL YOUR pluntlaing repairs
Call Frank Taylor tad Elroy Sykes
ROOMS for four college boys, 30'1
Piumbipg Repair Service. Phone
N. 7th street. Plione 753-5020. 8-26-C
753-4500.
8-30-P
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, NEAR Almo
- Heist* phone 753-1947.
ralp FOR ALL YOUR Electric heating
and nou.se wiring, call Cyrel or Billy
NICE HOUSE IN CtlinsRAm& WilgOti al Hazel Electric Phone
:large living room. 2 bedrooms, fam- 492-2011 or 492-2818
.
0-11-0
ily room. kitchen has built in !nom
utility and swage, $90.00 month. W71.1.. THE PERSON or persons rePhone 758-46111
DX, turn the power saw taken from
Halton Lovins' trailer. Reward $20.
NICE MULL BUSINESS BLDG.
S-213-C
Choice location, cheap rent. Baxter
Bilbrey, phone 7153-5817.
glIc REROOP NOW. ROOF REPAIRED
or replaced. Built up roofs hot Of
OF NEW DUPLEX, Electric heat, cold, shingle or gravel roofs. All
two bedrooms, ering room, kitchen, work guaranteed. Call 763-8170, Tr-bath and utility. 1601 College Farm State Roofing Co., Industrial Road,
o9c
Rd. Call after 3:30, 753-2377. s27p Murray, Ky.
-- COTTAGE ON LAKE at Lakeway SERVICES: PORTRAITS - Wed- 4
Shores. Modern, TV. Will sleep two dings - commercial - copies - photostats. Arnn Photographs, 1415 W.
or four. Phone 436-3503.
1-26-p
Main St- Murray, Ky. (phone 7536013 anytunes
olc

AUCTION SALE, SATURDAY, September 28 at 1 p.m. at home of Mrs.
H. R. Chester, 3 miles northeast of
Lynn Grove: Will sell like new Frigidaire refrigerator, full size elertric
range, 2.1 inch TV and antenna,
bedroom shite, tables, chairs, several hand pieced fancy quilts, 8 day
clock, dishes, corking utensils, other
items too numerous to mention. In
case of rain will be held following
Saturday.
827p

FILLP

WANTED •
---1 RUMMAO; SALE. SATURDAY,

ATTRACTIVE POSITION. A Mar- Beifferftter 16 at 10 am. Basement
AUCTION SALE, SATURDAY,Sep"of Murray Hatchery, 406 8. 4th St.
tember Mlith at 1.00 pm. at the Clay shall Field family owned enterprise
He
Cook Farm, located 3 miles SW. has local opening • fOr arnbit$01119 man or woman Of anqUillationabli•
if Crossland or
miles N.E. of characte
PEANUT/Kt
r. Age 25-60. AocusiOnied
Jones' Mill. Will se/1 guilts, dishes,
stove and refrigerator, wash stand. 1 to earning above average income.
btairoorn suite, odd beds and chairs. Must be ready to accept position by
DO A:107044A
October 19. 1963. For local interAlso other items too nu.nierous to
I HAVE ACUTE
mention JI MIRO' Cooper, Auctioneer.; view write fully to Mr. Paul J. Bates,
544iiLE CHARLIE
Box 308, Fulton, Kentucky. State'
s27c age, education. experience
BROWN?
and
phone number.
s.28c

1- )J1 TI
M AMMAR
BY EDWARD YOUNG
•

Milk Shake

'29c

PIANO BALE. Carload shipment.
Tremendous savings. Band Instruments. Open nights by appointment.
Torn Leonardo Piano Company,
Paris, Tennessee.

sovei menthol ex hacom.• Sow. Tau by errangurest arta Curtis
144
. 0.,1,ss b tsio by &Sward Tsubj..
Brow%
Distribtstsd .ty Lbw swear. anageta

lb

la 0
6 F
R 1W

1961 CHEVROLET PICKUP. Good THE HOUSE AND 10 ACRES YOU
condition or will trade for cattle. have been asking for Just 4 miles
See L. D. Miller, ptiOne 763-5505.
from Murray. 4 room brick house,
running water in house. 2 ponds,
large stock barn, good well, good
53 FORD 4 DOOR WITH 58 BIRD
gravel road. For quick sale. $6260.00.
motor Good tire in A-1 shape.
GROCERY SPORE IN COUNTY
Phone 703-2987.
5-26-p town. Buildin
g, stock, equipment at
REGISTERED ANGUS BULL. attractive price
Ready for service. see I. D. Miller MAUDE L. MILLER REALTOR,
phones PL 3-5064 PL 3-3050
or-Wells-Ptirdant.
safic
_
76 NICE WEENING PIOS. Call 4 ROOM HOUSE 6 MILIB EAST
753-1676 after 3:30 p.m.
s-2113-p of Murray near Kentucky lake.
Phone 438-3731.
328c
-- FUEL criL REVMER STOVE good
condition alao small drop leaf table.
Call 7584001
AUCTION SALE
s-28-c

remark
22-Man's
nickname
23-11 ow ard th•
sheltered
side
26 -Chapeau
26- 'ell. t
17-Eni.itioterrid
29-Aeriforni
gold
29-Posed for
portrait
mtcrydrocir
31-Ties
33.8yrobril tor
calcium
35-Fondle
36- Period of
time
37- Insane
'is Cook slow ly
Exist
41- Fashion
42-Chicken
41 - rdat rens
signal
44-Stroke
411-13a liylonia
deity
411-Swiss river
47-Conjunction
9o- Delineate
62-Sailors
(colloq.)
54-fluldo's
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55-Sodium
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56-11andl•
67-Eags
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4-At what
ume7
6-Ventilate
4- Prefix not
T-Euro roeStVI
tiorni Anse
5-Craft y
-Faroe
leinnd•
whirlwind
10-Tvite
14-1'nInterecting
16-Golf mound
111-Near
22-Strike
23-Wine cup
si-ressueisd
is- l'.4teerines
26- Fiance step
IS -ship
channel
29-Seining,
sheer,
31 -Indefinite
_ number ____.
32-Before

r•

SE-Uncouth
person
24- Fruit drink
26- Writing
implement
$7-Parent
EA- lean-to
89.Rips
NixChlef artery
41-Small Mg

48-A contin.ot
(abbr 1
44-01t7 In Italy
44_sk..e ker's
tont
h
47-Bitter
48- Man's name
49-11 le ski sop

- - Notice es.

61.1',4-ert, qtsiit
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HORNBUCKLE'S
Barber Shop

1-flretult7
2-Foss
3-Expose fur
sale

213 Spruce St

Distr. by Unuted F.sti'e Syndico a Inc.

by Charles 08sc bye,

I'VE ALWAL.5LiN
SPELLER, BUT I'VE NEVER FEN
VER.-16001)0TH DEFINITIONS

ON, qE5 I THINK ITt.
VERq FUNNq..

GREAT ENOL/SW .CPY MYSTERY

.29
(CE

Answer to Yesterday's Pusate

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

lq*
67*
•

T"TFP ?6
!the latest note' What shoot
Carrief,ftrin flinit,!-d In
riN THE train to Ursine
a,iewhere in the West End breast
pocket; pulled out [hawV
f-eter Carrington had no :rum evening?"
aitd's envelope and herded it
reason to think there was any
"That's all right with ma"over. 'As the man enatensd It
thing suspicious about the tair"Right, Charing Cross Under- tiorn hint
Carrington found his
floored roan who was sitting In ground
•
station, on the north arms brutally
pinned bchin..1 his
the corner seat dlakonally op- bound
platform of the NinU:sern steels.
posite to his own. The man nad Line. Stand
looking at the large
The events of the next few
boarded the train at Torquay, Undergr
ound map under the seceeds were so
confused that
and after passing his compart- train
indicator board. At five- afterward
Carrington found it
ment three times had come In thirty exact/.
Have
YOU a difficult to remember e:alcUy
and sat down and buried himself brightly
marred tie you eoald Wait happene
d. Four tough
is a newspaper.
wear?"
pin-Clothes policemen seemed
Preoccupied with bittersweet
"I oould wear a yellow tls
to have appeared irons nowne:e;
memories of hi. night and his you like."
two ot them were holding Caranxieties over Howard. Carring"Good. A yellow tie will be rington in a
grip that sent an
ton was in no mood tor idle excellent. And I suggest
that tri 'agonizing pain through his left
corivCFssitam. Except for I few your left tiand-Yoer I,ft
•
nand arm. the others were ciliary;
stereotype., comment' on the -you carryytki pair of
gloves. forward into the crowd. 'rho raconnitued stormy weather
the' a newspaper and a magazine. faced man sad vanished.
twn norm exchanged
nardly/s So-five-thirty this evening, le
The pain in Carringtcn's arm
dozen words all the way to Lon- front of the map under
the In- was becoming unbearable."Ease
don.
dicator board, on the north- up • bit,"
ne grunted over his
Nor did he think it odd when. bound platform. Don't look shoulder. "I'm
not trying to
on their arrival at Paddington around, look as though you are get away. I
don't know what
at nail past one, the man studying the map. Good-bye." this is all
about, but you're goCarrington put the receiver ing to break
w,ii aeo clown the paitform with
my arm if you're
aim, Chatting amiably abolat down and sat for a while look- not careful."
nothing re particular Preceding ing out the window at the pilaff
:
,
"NO tunny tricks,
4
enivirbirough the ticket barrier, tossed trees in the square He one of the men berundnow," said
nun, "or
couldn't help feeling the whole you'll be sorry."
Carrington did not se* the
almost imperceptible signal Whieh thing was a bit childish: it was
With the relaxing of the pain
passe° between his erstwhil the sort of nonsense you read Carrington
e
began to take stock
traveling companion and a non• about in cheap spy thrillers. of his
embarrassing position.
descript man In a bowler hat But he ran his mind over the The three of them
were causing
who was standing beside the details of the matruetrons, mem- a Coninde
rable bottleneck in the
orizing them carefully.
barrier.
pressing flood of men and wom• • •
Carrington, who had eaten an
en hurrying to their drainsearly lunch-on the train, at once rARRINGTON looked at his
Minutes later Carrington was
watch. he had [titled irnice. beffig ushered into
Wok Ii taxi to his flat in Citrnpa large room.
den Hill. Square. Havibg no ly. He had three minutes in In the centea was a confere
nce
catime to suppose he was being hand.
table, and sitting at the tar
Overhead, and almost lm- end of it a group of
followed, it did not occur to him
about eight
to turn his need and look out mediately to his left, was the men, some in naval uniform
,
of the rear window: had he done electric indicator board showing some in civilian clothes.
In the
so ne might nave wondere the destinations of the next far left-hand corner, standing
d
about the second taxi which three trains. On the Wall direct- with her back to the room,
a
followed him all the way to ly below It was one of the col- iWren officer was stooping
over
Notting Hill and actually passed ored London Transport maps of 1 a small desli. galaering up
a
him as he was paying off his the Underground system. Hold- shcat of pop-ra.
ing his gloves, his newspaper
own taxi at his front door.
As Carrington ertered. folBy the time Carrington had and magazine In his left nand, lowed by the Sc.itiand Yard
entered his ground -floor Tlat, he took up position in front of Special Branch officers, the frn-ri
taken oft his Coat and Sipped the map and made a show at the table turnaq their hertds
through his tour days mall the of being absesatedin a- study- of !toward him. Somehow he was
its ramifications.
not surprised when he recogman in the bowler hat
ran
He soon became aware of a
taernmander Tony Gardner
making a call from a phone box
man
in a dirty fawn-colored sitting nearest to hint
on the opposite side of the main
on the
raincoat
standing alongaide him left-hand side Of the table,
road.
Of
and
leaning forward to look at the rest of the men in
8 rale rifteen minutes later
uniform
an
unobtrusive gray sedan, travel- the map. He had hist had time none seemed to be below the
to take in his cadaverous com- rank of commander.
ing fast Irons the directio
In the cenn of plexion, the
balding patch on ter of the table lay a tape reMarble Arch, and octupied
by the back of his
head and the corder.
the driver and tour burly
men
The man at the head of the
In plain clothes. pulled up along. long, pointed nose, when, without
turning
his head, the man table, a rugged, stern-faced adaide him for a brief word,
arid said:
miral, waved a hand toward the
then drove Into the square.
ft
"Follow me. Don't say a word lonely chair at the bottom end
turned at the top and parked
of
until
the table.
a few doors up the hill from
I /meek to you."
the
"Sit down, Carrington," he
attractive Regency house in
The crowd was so thick that
said
curtly.
which Carrington had his
flat. Carrington had so'e difficidty
As Carrington took his seat
Unaware of all this interest at first In keeping close To him
at
the
table, the Wren officer
in his rnovemnta, Carrington as he left the platform and besettled clown at the telephone gan climbing an escalator at a turned from the desk in the
Corner
and moved across to
In ma sitting reitirn to make one rapid pace But twisting, dodgor two calls First he took out ing, side-stepping, he pushed place a batch of papers in front
his diary, looked up the rermber his way through, and at the of -the admiral.
Carrington
he had written down after read- top of the escalator he wan
sat
transfixed
ing Howard's note the evening tight on the man's heels, breath- with horror, For a moment, Wit
she stood back behind the adbefore.' and dialed Paddington ing hard.
miral's chair, their eyes met.
2354 The ring was answere
Suddenly the man turned his
d
He feared at Jane Day, incradalmost at once try a man's voice, head quickly and
fell back for ulous.
terse. flat, unemotional.
a moment into step with Car"Wlio in speaking?"
rington. There was something
"Carrington', brain
"I have a present trom Ange- unpleasantly ratlike
was
about his
ia," said Carrington.
face. Still walking rapidly, ht dolng its best to cope nith a
bewildering situation. trying
"1 see . . ." said the voice, held out his hand.
to guess at how much they
hesitating a little. "Well, per"You have something for me? knew
..
The story continhaps we could meet and hear all
Quickly, please."
ues here tomorrow.

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING taken for employment at the Bakersdozen Donut E hop on Chestnut St
sale
SOMEONE TO STAY IN HOME I
and take Care of bed patient. Call •
763-3819 after 4 pm.
s28p,
s
_
••••
i

24

- by Don qherwood

DAN ri.Anc;
AUER iNTRocticasnaLy ^ sa TO THE G:..'..,
-MO TKATS THE STORY OF my
WE,S955 DARING.- I NEEDED
11E 0414146e TNE MARINE CORPS
cy/FlAb. to EILMNESS IS SONO
MAT my WITH coo a6ateY46 TC per - --__...
Kri• fr GCoriG FCR .aE I C.OLILD
WELL AFFORD IC OEA BIT
REMISS.

SERVICES

WANT TO KEEP CHILDREN IN
my borne. $10.00 per child or 115.00
for 2 children in one family. 1606
Miller or phone 753-62E.

u4IER...i gay :Clui.i.WT
FE AS
SENSIBLE A OtAP AS )CUR
FREW CHARLES WARREN...tOLI
C.COU7 ALSO BE A SUCCESSFUL
EXEC.MVE, OW_ AND STU RAY
/AMINES AS A RESERVIST. SO
A4104Aw0475 •toti 54scf
DEAREST... vCti'T •01.1 EVER
SEE IT?

• 1 i
f

LOST & FOUNN
BLACK ANGUS STEER IN pasta*:
Person may have by identifying.
paying for this ad. Alfred Williams,
phone 753-5538.
s2/3,p

IL

NANCT

ABRIE

In Ernie &intim' les

AN' SLATS

by Rae ban% *Tan Bump
CALL

LIL' ABNER
WHUFFO I
IS YO'ALL
CRYIN'?

me

DE€BIE

AFTER

T
AO
L 60
,10t1
06H
FEW
V0
A_NT
THR
:
VOUL
i IT
.
DN

SO YOUR NAME IS CHARLIE
DOBBS AND YOU ACTUALLY
Ar A MACKEREL FtSHERMA
ANY COMPLICsA7IONS IN
`OM LIFE I OUGHT TO l)
KNOVV ABOUT'

--CALLING YWCA.
OWN WIFE 'MISS
ORm8SY ", wOuLD
YOU ?

44r010101111M
J-JEST
1/AAH
SON COULD
BE fl-IET
LUCKY!!

HE GOTTA STAY
IN DOGRATCH,AN'
FACE TH'HORROR
0'SADIE
HAWKINS DAY!!

WHILE VORE LI'L
BACH
ELOR
SAVE
DEQ
ELo%ts
iN ouN
niCH:
ON NOVEMbER
B'i M LS
t2
16A
R
ql AGEhEDGAA
R.
ci:

COME TO TH IKK)
QV IT -I-4E
IS LUCKsecrj

A
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'1 fiURSDAY

1 SEPTEMBER

20, 1963

•

•

Swift's Premium
IM THE

EASIER TO OPEN
EASIER TO STORE
PACKAGE

•

I

a
Whole or
Shank
49' lb.

Ham Sandwiches Will Be Sold Between 9:A M
6:P M Only! This SATURDAY

4

PI( NI( ST11

Round Steak
1 lb. pkg.
BACON
WIEFERS 12. oz. pkg.
1 pound
BOLOGNA
SWIFTS

‘1411-1

89
39c

-

39c

‘I I VI( AT

itili&
/1-

Fon'

Prim* Grads tIc•dr alsatsa
Liver

39c

a MS

CREAM'

3FOR

MEW,

$1
I.

PIES
BIRDSEYE

T—V DINNERS

39c

-PRODUCE-

29

29fb 1 Pork ROAST

is ;IZNICS

Beef Liver

BLACKEYE PEAS
PORK & BEANS
GREAT NG2TH'N BEANS
NAVY g$EANS
PINTO BEANS
OCTOBER BEANS
HOMINY

ego
SINUOUS
SERVINGS

KRAUT

lb. 10c
Bananas
Cranberries lb. 29c PINK SALMON
lb. 5c ICE MILK__ _ R. 3 Fc, 39(t
Cabbage
5‘
_
_
FOOD
CAT
Onions 3 lbs. 19c CATSUP____
McCormick 15c
Potatoes 10 lbs. 29c BLACK PEPPER _

2!In 25

WESTPORT - tall can

Flavored

•

16-0z.
an1C

we
tL —
M
5.1/Itten
wiiy
Rt

YELLOW

e
ert's
a

—

_

TSnomid

Nri. I "/ ED

New 1A'hoie

WHITE POTATOES
Stokley's Cut

GREEN BEANS
Sea Island

10'
303 can
No. 2 can

19'

Sunhine

1-lb.

CRACKERS

29'

Dixie Belle

1-lb.

89c
FLOUR _ _ —10Y-ULbK.OBNag
19c
COCONUT_ _
2 49c
CHOCOLATE
_49°
NUTS
— — —
An3g-loFzlake

—

190
APPLE JELLY_2
MARSHMALLOW 01;181 _19°
39
PICKL
R-Way Sweet
— — — — Qt. Jar — — —

,
29
—

ea

BARS

German

EXTRA
LARGE

scesi CREAM

19'

PINEAPPLE

CRACKERS

$1,29

303 can

tall can 49c

— 46-4•

2 gal
1
/

63c

IVORY SOAP _La—rg—e— 2
LARD
AL!,

Bars

Fro4stlybMornrt P ure
on
___

giant size

Blue

1111S01

Fine Foodsfor Fine Folks

_

•

- SIZE

49°

29'
49c
590

33

ea

